Numerica lly intensive calculatio ns are not well supported by Prolog, yet there are important applicatio ns that require tightly coupled symbolic and numeric calculatio ns. We identify some additional built-in predicates and macros for Prolog to suppon numeric calculatio ns. These predicates are implemen ted in several layers of software and hardware, including a specially designed high performan ce numeric coprocess or. Simulated performan ce results indicate the system will achieve about 4 MFLOPS on the Prolog version of some Whetston e benchmar ks (in double precision) .
Introduct ion
Contempo rary Prolog execution systems provide excellent suppon for symbolic calculatio ns, but are generally quite weak in their suppon of numeric and linear algebra calculatio ns. Yet some of the most interesting and challengin g applicatio ns of logic programm ing require high performan ce execution of tightly coupled symbolic and numeric calculatio ns. Examples include computer-aided design/en gineering/ manufactu ring, sensor fusion, robotics, constraint logic programm ing, geometric modeling and reasoning with probabilis tic evidence.
In our Aquarius project [6] , one of the main applicatio ns is design automatio n [3] and it requires extensive numeric calculatio ns as well as symbolic manipulat ions. We are investigat ing additional built-in predicates and macros for the Prolog language to better suppon numeric operations . The predicates have a semantic interpretat ion in a kernel subset of Prolog, but can be efficiently and directly compiled into powerful machine instruction s. At execution time, most of the machine instruction s are executed by a symbolic processor , the PLM [8, 9] . When the special numeric instruction s are fetched by a pre-fetch unit, they are ignored by the symbolic processor and are acted upon by the Aquarius Numeric Processor (M'P) [15] .
The ANP is a high performan ce vector numeric processor especially designed to suppon numeric operations that occur in the context of logic programm ing. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of this integrated ANP/PLM architecture. The ANP coprocess or of figure 1 is currently under constructi on using TTL and ECL parts and will be insened into our current experimen tal system 1 in the near future.
We are struggling with the many conflicting issues that develop when all the complexit ies of logic programming, floating point calculatio ns, and linear algebra interact with the problems of exception s, side-effec ts, efficiency of execution , and 'beauty' of language expression . It is our desire not to funher burden the semantics of Prolog with any additional non-logica l complicat ions, but at the same time we must provide for efficient numeric 1 0ur current experiment& } system is a Xenologic model X-1 [7) co-processor with a Sun 3/160 hosL The X-1 is an improved, commercial version of the PL\1.
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Host System ANP/PLM Processor System calculations if the Aquarius system is to be useful for our applications. In the sections below we explain our current choices and compromises. We fully expect that our system will evolve as we discover and solve problems and gain experience in debugging and analyzing the new ANP/PLM System.
An Example of a Numeric Program
The numerically intensive calculations in science and engineering that are not well supported by Prolog include the heavy use of floating point, destructive assignment, arrays, and iteration (loops). A simple example from linear algebra (the solution of tridiagonal systems [12] ) illustrates how we intend to address these points. The original Fortran code (slightly modified for illustration purposes) for this calculation is: 
It can be seen that the use of the new notation restores the clarity of the algorithm.
Prolog Language Issues
We now discuss some important syntactic and semantic issues in providing a clean interface between the ANP hardware and the Prolog language. There are two general approaches to combine numeric computation with Prolog: 1) Include a second language which allows efficient implementation (but with procedural semantics) and an external language interface to Prolog. In this scheme the declarative semantics are lost for the system as a whole.
2) Extend Prolog to allow numeric computation. With care, the semantics of Prolog will be retained while allowing an efficient implementation . This is the approach we take in this design.
Our extension to the language is guided by three principles. First, it must allow an efficient implementation .
Second, the logical semantics of Prolog should be kept And third, it must be clean for the application programmer.
Our approach has two facets: 1) Introduce new scalar and vector numeric types and operations which are then directly supported by the ANP, and extend the semantics of Pro log primitives for the new types. 2) Introduce a simple but powerful macro facility and a data typing scheme to allow concise scientific programming. We describe a set of suggested macros and built-in predicates which allow this while retaining the logical semantics.
The Macro Facility
Our macro facility is similar to that of SB-Prolog [2] . The scheme used in ESP [4] was rejected because of its complexity. The SB-Prolog macro facility will expand a goal inline and partially evaluate it. This simple idea is quite powerful. It will suffice to implement our ideas if the partial evaluator is general enough, and if assert is given the proper interpretation.
Assignment and User-defined Functions
In order to denote array assignment and user-defined functions in a concise manner we introduce the : = and *• macros. These expand array references into explicit calls of new built-ins which access the array elements.
They also expand function calls into goals with an additional argument that will contain the function value. The *• macro unifies its arguments (thus keeping the logical semantics), while the : .. macro destructively assigns (with restoration of the value on backtracking). For example, the macro call A [ 3] : •f (X) will be expanded into thetwogoals f(X,T), rplacarg(3, A,T). Partofthedefin itionof :• is:
• 5. 
Backtr acking Seman tics
Ideally , the semant ics of the numeri c operati ons would fit into pure Prolog, with single assignm ent vectors and full state restorat ion on baclctra cking. This can be achieve d sometim es, for exampl e in the do predica te as used in the tridag exampl e. We do not present ly see how it can be achieve d in general while keeping the highest perform ance. As a compro mise, we will present a design which achieve s efficien cy with no greater hann to the logical semant ics than the v a r predica te.
Prolog togethe r with a backtra ckable destruc tive assignm ent (which we call rplac arg) is no less logical than Prolog with va r because rplac a rg can be implem ented with va r (albeit ineffici ently) [11 ] . When rplac arg is implem ented directly in the underly ing architec ture it can execute in constan t time. We conject ure that Prolog with this implem entation of rplac arg can achieve the same time bound as a procedu ral languag e on any problem .
• 6.
A block of floating point operations is implemented by loading the ANP registers (see below) from the heap, doing the calculations, and finally storing the results. Trailing of the ANP registers is never done; only the heap is trailed.
As a result of the above reasoning, we require that vectors must be restored on backtracking just like other Prolog terms. Destructive assignment is allowed as long as the old value can be restored. There are two methods to achieve this. The first way is to trail all floating point stores to the heap. Note that loads and numeric operations do not need to be trailed. The second way is to trail before the first assignment after choice point creations, and then trail only those vectors which will be changed. The choice of which of these methods to use is up to the compiler.
For efficiency it will attempt to keep all trail checking out of the inner loops. One possible optimization is to recognize that if multiple assignments are done between choice point creations then only the first needs to be trailed. If the handler succeeds then execution continues at the deepest goal containing the exception which has created a choice point, in this case alga. It does not continue at the exact point of occurrence of the exception. If the handler is not able to continue then it also will fail and execution will continue at the next higher handler in the hierarchy. In the example this happens when the call algo ( ... ) fails.
Exception Handling
• 7.
The addition of two global facts which change during execution harms the logical semantics. We feel quite suongly that this should be rectified but we have not yet been able to invent a satisfactory solution that is sufficiently efficient. Thus we merely make visible the hardware exception registers to the Prolog programmer [10, 14] .
Machine Programming Model
Because the Aquarius Numeric Processor (ANP) is a coprocessor to the Programmed Logic Machine (PLM), it inherits the data types and programming model from the PLM [8, 9] . It adds new data types to the programming model including, in both scalar and vector forms, integer, single and double precision floating point numbers in IEEE standard (754) 
Structure Numeric Representatio n
The IEEE Standard for binary floating-point specifies numeric operands to be a multiple of a 32-bit word except for the recommended extended format, which is 80-bits long. To maintain compatibility with this standard as well as the PLM execution model, an additional 32-bit word is needed to store data type information. The Structure Numeric Representation (SNR), figure 2) utilizes a structure pointer to the numeric operand it is representing.
The structure pointer has a 28-bit address pointing to the location of the numeric operand on the heap. The first entry of the numeric operand is a header which has a constant primary tag, garbage collection and cdr bits, an other-numeric secondary tag (bit<28:27> = 01), four bits of numeric tags and a 16-bit vector length. The numeric tags specify the extended data types which include vector/scalar (V), double-/single -precision (D), floatingpoint/integer (F) and unsigned/sign ed (S) of the operand. Tag space is also provided for additional numeric types such as infinite precision integers, (multi-words) bit vectors, decimal, and complex numbers that may be added in the future. Since the PLM data path cannot directly operate on the 32-bit numeric operands, the entire numeric structure addressed by an indirect pointer will not be transferred into the PLM register set, but into the M'P instead. This encoding scheme is compatible with IEEE standard at the expense of less efficient execution and more memory storage for numeric operands.
Dynamic Operand Coercion
Many numeric operations generally -appear in the instruction sets of scientific processors . Often a subset of equivalent scalar opcodes appear in vectorized fmns as well. Normally the programm er (or the compiler) chooses the cmect opcodes for the data types used in each program. For general programs. code for testing the input data types must be added to accommod ate the dynamic naEure of the input. 1bere are two undesired side-effect s in this method: 1) The extra code increases the size of the program, thus increasing the demand on a generally critical system resource, input/outp ut to main memory. 2) The added test and branch opcodes decrease the efficiency in the processor' s (pre-)fetch ing mechanism . The second side-effect is greally magnified in a vector processing system in which the functional units are pipelined. We thus choose to support Dynamic Operand Coercion (000 [15) . Programmers can describe the numeric operations that are required to accomplish a goal without considerati on of the input data types involved. The ANP will do dynamic type checking and coerce the arguments if necessary. The implement ation is such that there is no overhead when no coercion is done (i.e. if the types are identical). Comparison instructions are used to test conditions for branching instructions and to select the maximum or minimum value from a set of numbers. Compound instructions are microcoded sequences of the basic operations.
For example, MAC/SMA C/MACS calculates the inner product of two vectors. Conversion instructions provide a means to change between data formats.
ANP Architectu re
The purpose of the ANP is to supplement the PLM symbolic processor with high performanc e numeric operations while maintaining upward compatibili ty with the existing PLM's Instruction Set Architecture . This is accomplished with an extension of numeric data types and instructions , as described in the previous sections, and an architecture that efficiently supports these new extensions. The ANP functions as a slave coprocessor to the PLM. The programme r perceives the PLM/ANP execution model as if all numeric instructions are executed in the PLM. In systems where an ANP is not present, numeric operations are emulated in software via traps to the host processor.
A Private Memory Bus (PMB) connects the PLM to its memory system. The ANP utilizes the PMB to provide a logical extension of the PLM registers and instructions in a manner which is transparent to the programme r.
The ANP consists of five independen t functional units operating concurrentl y to achieve high performanc e in numeric computation s [14, 15] Table 3 shows the measurements obtained from simulation of the ANP architeCture. The second column shows the number of floating point operations (flop) in one iteration of the corresponding benchmark. Columns three to six show the variation in mega-flops (MFLOPS) when each benchmark is run for one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand and one hundred thousand iterations. 
